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Do It Yourself Fairy Tale
Book Store Owner - NOBLE BARNES
Book Store Worker - JANE
Writer - ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Book Store Worker - Princess (BELLE)
Book Store Worker - PRINCE (RICK)
Book Store Worker - (BOB) the Weird
Book Store Worker - Sorceress (STACY)
Book Store Worker - (BOB) the Weird Double
Book Store Worker - Sorceress (STACY) Double
Book Store Worker
NOBLE BARNES
Thank you all for coming out to Noble Barnesʼ bookstore for the premiere of a new fairy
tale by esteemed childrenʼs author Alowishish J. Rumtig.
JANE (a worker in the store)
Mr. Barnes, Rumtig is not here yet. His publisher just called and said he is running late
due to amnesia.
NOBLE
Ah well....er.....Mr. Rumtig is running a bit late due to...er..a...
JANE
Amnesia.
NOBLE
Yes well then...Let me tell you a bit about our esteemed writer and perhaps he will be
here when I finish. Alowishish J. Rumtig. You may have read some of his other
famous fairy tales such as “The Princess and the Cantaloupe”, “Snow Yellow”, and “The
Big Fat Mermaid.” He was born in Arkansas, during the time of the depression which
made him a very sad young boy. His only joy was making up stories that the
neighborhood children would act out. He has no formal education not even the 1st
grade. He learned to read from, and these are his words “from a tree frog”
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
(entering from the back of the house)
It wasnʼt actually a tree frog, thatʼs just a bit of hyperbole mixed with a hint of
personification. (chuckles to himself-because he is the only one who understands his
joke) Yes...well I am truly sorry for causing confusion with my tardiness. I had a slight
case of amnesia....It seems I forgot to bring my book with me and it is the only copy of
the story.
NOBLE
It hasnʼt gone to the presses yet?
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ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Not yet...I forgot my book and went back home to retrieve it and it was not where I left it.
NOBLE
Well then how do you plan to read this book to our esteemed guests?
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
That shouldnʼt be any bother. We can write a new story.
NOBLE
We?
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Yes...we...this fine audience can help me create a new fantasy filled with wonder and
surprise. Now letʼs see where should we start?
JANE
Once upon a time?
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
No... no... no..how about once upon a time?
JANE
Didnʼt I just say that?
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Once upon time in a galaxy..no thatʼs been done...in a far away land...too trite. Once
upon a time in the land of...oh I need your help (he calls upon the audience) can you
give me the name of a vegetable
PERSON IN AUDIENCE
Rutabaga (or something else probably)
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
(he signals for Jane to draw Rutabagas on the whiteboard)
I love (RUTABAGA)ʼs. Theyʼre my favorite. Once upon a time in the land of
(RUTABAGA)ʼs there lived a handsome Prince
named...uh...Charlie....No...um...Persius...no no to mythical. You there miss (he talks to
a girl in the audience who is sitting next to her dad or older genleman) what is your
dates name?
GIRL IN AUDIENCE
(RICK--- or if she says Daddy or Grandpa, then AJR asks the man for his name)
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
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(As AJR is describing the scene the “Book Store Workers” start to embody the
characters described”
Oh good I like that name....(RICK)...Letʼs see where was I...Once upon a time....
(Rutabaga)...there lived a prince named (RICK). (enter (RICK) doing a handsome
pose) He was not your average everyday handsome prince. (he exits feeling dejected)
Now donʼt get me wrong, he was handsome. (enter again handsome again) He just
wasnʼt as full of himself as the other princes in the land of (RUTABAGA).
PRINCE (RICK)
Alas...why must I be so handsome yet not full of myself like all the other Princes in the
land of (RUTABAGA)? (A girl singing is heard in the distance) Whatʼs that sound? Itʼs
coming from the castle. It soundʼs like the (a la West Side Story) most beautiful sound
Iʼve ever heard. I think I will....
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Oh dear... what should Prince (RICK) do? Should he investigate what the sound is or
should he run away? Who thinks he should investigate? Who thinks he should run
away.
(If the audience decides for him to investigate continue with the next dialogue. If
the audience decides for him to RUN AWAY go to page 4)
....Prince (RICK) decides to take his handsome but not overbearing self towards the
sound to see what he could find out about it. (He runs out)
MEET THE WIERD
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG (continues)
As he leaves the villain of the story Wierd..um...uh...what can his name be? Weird
what? What is your name young gentleman?
BOY IN AUDIENCE
Bob.
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Yes thatʼs perfect...Thank you (Bob)...The evil weird (Bob) or (Bob) the Weird as his
friends called come slinking in.
(BOB) THE WEIRD
(Slinking In as he sings to his own tune and finishing eating a watermelon)
I AM (BOB) THE WEIRD
FOR I AM FEARED
AND I NEVER CARED
FOR THE PEOPLE IN THIS LAND
WEIRD (BOB)
Was that prince (Rick) that was just here? I really hate him. Well hate is such a
negative word. But I do...Ha ha ha ha... I Hate him.
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ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
(Bob) the weird was not your average bad guy. He didnʼt wear a black hat. He wore
a...letʼs see..should he wear a white hat, corduroy pants, or a dress? How many think
he should wear a white hat? How many think he should wear corduroy pants? And
lastly who thinks our villain Weird (Bob) should wear a dress?
(One of the bookstore workers rushes in with the apparel, (Bob) reacts accordingly to
the couture)
(BOB) THE WEIRD
I just came from the castle. Thatʼs where I got this (these) (hat, pants, or dress). I was
rummaging....er...a..sneaking..ah...searching through the castle for some
valuables....that I dropped on my last visit. I mean looking for something to eat. When I
just happened to find this here yummy watermelon. (He takes another bite hoping to
change the subject)
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Suddenly there was a puff of smoke and all of a sudden a sorceress appeared. Her
name was...what do you think her name should be?
(A kids screams out Stacy or something)
Yes..yes it was....her name was (Stacy). Sorceress (Stacy). She was known as the
wickedest witch in all the land
SORCERESS (STACY)
(in a heavy new york Jewish accent) I am not a witch I am a sorceress. Get it right
bub...So (Bob) what gives with the (hat, pants, or dress)
(BOB) THE WEIRD
Yes..I was just about to tell my..er...ah..friends here about that.
(GOTO PAGE 4 FOR HAT STORY, PAGE 4 FOR PANTS STORY, OR PAGE 4 FOR
DRESS STORY)
RUN AWAY
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Prince (RICK) started to run away. Then tripped on a watermelon seed.
PRINCE (RICK)
Who leaves watermelon seeds just lying on the ground for anyone to trip on? I think I
twisted my ankle.
(Singing is heard in the distance)
There is that (a la West Side Story) most beautiful sound I have ever heard...again. It
sound like the trip brought me closer. I will go there and see if they can help me with my
ankle.
(He limps off)
(GOTO PAGE 3 MEET THE WIERD)
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HAT STORY
(BOB) THE WEIRD (continues)
I was walking through the castle like I said....looking for something to eat when I came
by a statue of a horse. On the bronze horse was the the King. He was fast asleep. He
was dressed up like a cowboy. He had spurs on, chaps over his pants, he had a lasso
and a vest too. He didnʼt have a hat on though. I figured I should let him sleep, so I
started to walk away and I looked on the floor and there was this cowboy hat just sitting
there. Fo no apparent reason. I didnʼt want it to get dirty so I put it on and moseyed on
over here after I went to the kitchen and got this yummy watermelon.
(GOTO PAGE 5 MEET THE WIERD CONT.)
PANTS STORY
(BOB) THE WEIRD (continues)
It really is a funny story. I was walking through the castle like I said....looking for
something to eat when I came by the Kingʼs closet. The door was wide open and I
heard snoring coming from inside it. There I saw the King in his boxer shorts passed
out on the floor of the closet..sucking his thumb. Next to him was this brilliant pair of
corduroy pants. So I did what any law abiding citizen would do. I put the pants on and i
have felt like a superstar aver since.
(GOTO PAGE 5 MEET THE WIERD CONT.)
DRESS STORY
(BOB) THE WEIRD (continues)
Oh this old thing...itʼs just something I threw on as I left the house.
SORCERESS (STACY)
It is very stylish.
(BOB) THE WEIRD
Oh I know...you promise not to tell anyone? I got this dress from a genie. In the room
next to the kitchen is a lamp. As I walked past it I accidently brushed it and out popped
a genie. He said to me, “What is your wish dum-dum?” I responded with “Address me
with respect.” The next thing you know I am in this smart outfit.
SORCERESS (STACY)
Oh I get it “A Dress me” Thatʼs one funny genie.
(BOB) THE WEIRD
...and stylish.
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(GOTO PAGE 5 MEET THE WIERD CONT.)
MEET THE WIERD CONT.
SORCERESS (STACY)
Well I think it looks silly. (BOB) did you think about my proposal?
(BOB) THE WEIRD
You want to marry me?
SORCERESS (STACY)
Not That kind of proposal you idiot...The Princess...
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
I love stories with princesses in them. What is the Princessʼs name? Who here has a
princess name? (Kids in the audience go wild- he call on a girl and she says -BELLE-)
That is a beautiful name and truly fitting of a princess. Let me see let me rewind the
story a little.
(The actors reverse their action until they reach...)
SORCERESS (STACY)
(BOB) did you think about my proposal?
(BOB) THE WEIRD
You want to marry me?
SORCERESS (STACY)
Not That kind of proposal you idiot...The Princess (BELLE)...will you capture her for
me?
(BOB) THE WEIRD
What do you need her for? Are you gonna witch her?
SORCERESS (STACY)
I am not a witch (jumping in a tantrum) I am a sorceress. I do not witch anyone.
(BOB) THE WEIRD
Then what are you gonna do?
SORCERESS (STACY)
I am going to sorceresses...sorcerize...sauce...I am going to be really mean to her and
put spells and stuff on her.
(There is a noise)
(BOB) THE WEIRD
What was that?
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SORCERESS (STACY)
Someoneʼs coming...
(BOB) THE WEIRD
Who is it?
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Yes who is it? Who thinks it should be Prince (RICK)? (The audience raises their
hands) Who thinks it should be..letʼs see Princess (BELLE)? (If audiences chooses
Prince (RICK) go to (RICK) in the Forest page ____. If they choose Princess (BELLE)
go to (BELLE in the Forest page _____.
(RICK) in the Forest
SORCERESS (STACY)
I think itʼs that pesky know-it-all Prince (RICK), letʼs hide over here.
PRINCE (RICK)
(Limping) Stupid watermelon seeds. Who leaves out watermelon seeds in the middle of
the forest for handsome princes like myself to trip on. (Wierd Chuckles) Now I will
(Choose one based on audiences previous decision) never be able to find that (ala
WSS) most beautiful sound I have ever heard (or run away.)
Wait thereʼs that sound again. What is that enchanting song she is singing? I think it is
I LOVE THE FOREST
DONʼT YOU
IT IS FULL OF WALRUS
I LOVE THE FOREST
DONʼT YOU
CANʼT SEE THE CANTALOUPE
I LOVE THE FOREST
I LOVE THE BEES
I LOVE THE MONKEYS THAT SWIM IN THE BREEZE.
DONʼT YOU
DONʼT YOU
DO NOT YOU
(PRINCESS (BELL) enters the stage)
GO TO THE DUET
PRINCESS (BELLE) and PRINCE (RICK)
(BELLE in the Forest
SORCERESS (STACY)
I think itʼs that beautiful Princess (BELLE). Why is she always singing? Hoy! I hope she
doesnʼt get that song stuck in my head. I hate when that happens.
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WIERD (BOB)
Oh itʼs not so bad. Last week when I was wrestling an ogre he kept singing
tubthumping.
SORCERESS (STACY)
Whatʼs that?
WIERD (BOB)
Itʼs that song from the late 90ʼs. “I get knocked down, but I get up again. youʼre never
gonna keep me down. I get knocked down...” (HE KEEPS SINGIN IT..until..)
SORCERESS (STACY)
Shut up, here she comes letʼs hide.
PRINCESS (BELLE)
(Singing)
I LOVE THE FOREST
DONʼT YOU
IT IS FULL OF WALRUS
I LOVE THE FOREST
DONʼT YOU
CANʼT SEE THE CANTALOUPE
I LOVE THE FOREST
I LOVE THE BEES
I LOVE THE MONKEYS THAT SWIM IN THE BREEZE.
DONʼT YOU
DONʼT YOU
DO NOT YOU
(PRINCE (RICK) enters the stage)
GO TO THE DUET
THE DUET
PRINCESS (BELLE) and PRINCE (RICK)
(Singing)
WE LOVE THE FOREST
DONʼT YOU
WE LOVE WHEN THE MUD TAKES THE SHOE
WE LOVE THE FOREST
LOVE EVERY SPOT
PRINCESS (BELLE)
I LOVE THIS SPOT
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PRINCE (RICK)
I LOVE THIS ONE
PRINCESS (BELLE) and PRINCE (RICK)
THE FOREST WE LOVE
PRINCESS (BELLE)
DO
PRINCE (RICK)
NOT
PRINCESS (BELLE) and PRINCE (RICK)
(Staring lovingly into each otherʼs eyes)
YOU
WIERD (BOB)
(in his hiding spot)
That is the stupidest song I have ever heard.
SORCERESS (STACY)
Shut up..theyʼll hear us.
PRINCE (RICK)
What was that noise?
PRINCESS (BELLE)
I donʼt know was it a walrus?
PRINCE (RICK)
It just may have.
SORCERESS (STACY)
(coming out of hiding)
I canʼt take this anymore. Walruses do not live in the forest you idiots. They like the
cold and they like water. Not dirt and warmth.
PRINCE (RICK)
Stand aside beast. No one talks to....uh...what is you name again?
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Princess (BELLE)
PRINCE (RICK)
Nobody speaks to Princess (BELLE) that way.
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SORCERESS (STACY)
Who are you calling a beast? (BOB) get him, Iʼll get the girl.
WIERD (BOB)
He looks stronger than me.
SORCERESS (STACY)
I said get him.
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
At this point there was an epic....er.....mild....er....musical....no..yes..a mediocre battle.
But who won? Who thinks the prince and princess won? Who thinks (BOB) and
(STACY) won?
(Go to PRINCE AND PRINCESS WINNERS or (BOB) AND (STACY) WINNERS
depending on audience vote)
PRINCE AND PRINCESS WINNERS
PRINCE (RICK)
I hope you learned your lesson.
WIERD (BOB)
Yeah it is important to wear armor when you are having a mediocre battle with a prince.
He might tickle you.
PRINCE (RICK)
I donʼt believe in fighting dirty but I do believe in fighting funny.
SORCERESS (STACY)
You will never take me alive.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit.
Vestibulum ut mollis massa.
Nullam aliquet pellentesque dignissim.
Phasellus metus ligula,
dapibus eget feugiat nec,
sodales quis ligula.
WIERD (BOB)
What did you just do?
SORCERESS (STACY)
I put an irreversible spell on them. Mwu ha ha ha. (She disappears)
WIERD (BOB)
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I hate when she does that. I may not be able to vanish in thin air as theatrically as she
can, but I can...(he runs off)
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Thank you Prince... what was your name again?
PRINCE (RICK)
Prince (RICK)
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Thank you Prince (RICK) for saving me from the evil no good doers.
PRINCE (RICK)
Donʼt mention it.
PRINCESS (BELLE)
What do you think that spell was all about Prince (RICK)?
GOTO SPELL
(BOB) AND (STACY) WINNERS
SORCERESS (STACY)
What made you think that you could beat us?
WIERD (BOB)
Nobody can beat us...not even us.
PRINCE (RICK)
That doesnʼt even make sense.
WIERD (BOB)
I never claimed to make sense.
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Heʼs got ya there.
PRINCE (RICK)
Now that you have us beat what are you going to do?
WIERD (BOB)
Wouldnʼt you like to know?
PRINCE (RICK)
Why yes...yes..i would like to know.
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SORCERESS (STACY)
Only this...
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit.
Vestibulum ut mollis massa.
Nullam aliquet pellentesque dignissim.
Phasellus metus ligula,
dapibus eget feugiat nec,
sodales quis ligula.
WIERD (BOB)
What did you just do?
SORCERESS (STACY)
I put an irreversible spell on them. Mwu ha ha ha (she disappears)
WIERD (BOB)
I hate when she does that. I may not be able to vanish in thin air as theatrically as she
can, but I can...(he runs off)
PRINCESS (BELLE)
I am glad they are gone Prince... what was your name again?
PRINCE (RICK)
Prince (RICK)
PRINCESS (BELLE)
What do you think that spell was all about Prince (RICK)?
CONTINUE TO SPELL
SPELL
SORCERESS (STACY) is pacing in her lair
WIERD (BOB)
(running in) Why canʼt you make me disappear too?
SORCERESS (STACY)
You need the exercise.
WIERD (BOB)
I canʼt argue with that. Say..(STACY) what was with the spell you put on them?
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Oh yes...what kind of spell is it? Who thinks it should be a stinking spell? Prince (Rick)
and Princess (Belle) are repulsed by each otherʼs scent. Or should it be a monkey spell
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where Princess (Belle) acts like a monkey. Ok who votes for stink spell and who votes
for monkey spell? (Go to STINKY if audience chooses it and go to MONKEY if the
audience chooses it)
STINKY
SORCERESS (STACY)
That was a stink spell. From now on (BELLE) and (RICK) will not be able to stand each
otherʼs scent. Mwu ha ha ha
WIERD (BOB)
You have the best laugh in the entire world.
SORCERESS (STACY)
Look in my crystal ball and you will see how it has taken effect....
(In the forest)
PRINCE (RICK)
I donʼt think that spell meant anything (he approaches the princess) Whoah Princess..I
got two words for you..Show-er.
PRINCESS (BELLE)
I beg your pardon. I happen to bathe 4 times a day.
PRINCE (RICK)
With soap and water or with manure?
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Why I never...
PRINCE (RICK)
I knew it... I knew you never bathed.
PRINCESS (BELLE)
(Singing)WHY DOES HE HAVE TO MAKE ME MAD?
WHAT DID I DO TO HIM?
HE SURE DOES SMELL AWEFUL BAD.
I COULD BREAK HIS EVERY LIMB
PRINCE (RICK)
(Singing) THE GIRL NEEDS A BATHE
SHE CLOGS MY SENSES SO
THE SMELL IS WORSE THAN MATH
I THINK THAT I MUST GO
PRINCESS (BELLE) AND PRINCE (RICK)
(in duet)
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WHY DOES S(HE) STINK LIKE THAT
IT IS WORSE THAN MY LOUSY CAT
I COULD DOUSE HIM (HER) WITH PERFUME
BUT I DONʼT WANT TO BE A BRAT
WHY DOES S(HE) STINK LIKE THAT
PRINCE (RICK)
I gotta go
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Yeah me too
(They exit opposite ways off stage)
GO TO BACK IN THE LAIR
MONKEY
SORCERESS (STACY)
That was a monkey spell. From now on (BELLE) will behave as if she is a monkey.
Mwu ha ha ha
WIERD (BOB)
You have the best laugh in the entire world.
SORCERESS (STACY)
Look in my crystal ball and you will see how it has taken effect....
(In the forest)
PRINCE (RICK)
I donʼt think that spell meant anything...Princess what are you doing?
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Whatever do you mean.
PRINCE (RICK)
You just climbed on my back and are attempting to pick bugs out of my hair and eat
them.
PRINCESS (BELLE)
I am not attempting anything...oh thereʼs a tasty one.
PRINCE (RICK)
Will you get down?
(she does and then runs around the stage like a monkey)
PRINCESS (BELLE)
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You know what i could go for right now a banana..what about you?
PRINCE (RICK)
(Singing)WHAT IS WITH THIS CHICK
I THINK I MIGHT BE IN THE THICK
OF THE JUNGLE WITH HER
PRINCESS (BELLE)
(Singing)THE PRINCE IS SURE ACTING STRANGE
THEREʼS BEEN NO CHANGE
IN MY DEMEANOR
PRINCESS (BELLE) AND PRINCE (RICK)
(in duet) COULD SHE (I) BE A MONKEY
I WONʼT BE YOUR FLUNKY
ITʼS NO LONGER HUNKY
DOREY NOW.
PRINCE (RICK)
I gotta go
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Yeah me too
(They exit opposite ways off stage)
GO TO BACK IN THE LAIR
BACK IN THE LAIR
WIERD (BOB)
Everything is going just as planned!!!
SORCERESS (STACY)
Yes all is going well. I love being evil!
(she sings A SONG IN 3/4)
MWU HA HA MWU HA HA
I THINK IʼLL CRUSH A BUG
MWU HA HA MWU HA HA
AND SWEEP IT UNDER THE RUG
EVIL, IʼM EVIL
THERE'LL NEVER BE AN UPHEAVAL
EVIL, IʼM EVIL
ONE MIGHT SAY MEDIEVAL
WIERD (BOB)
(Joining in)
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MWU HA HA MWU HA HA
YES ITʼS QUITE STRANGE
MWU HA HA MWU HA HA
BUT WEʼRE EXTREMELY DERANGED
WIERD (BOB) AND SORCERESS (STACY)
EVIL, WEʼRE EVIL
THERE'LL NEVER BE AN UPHEAVAL
EVIL, WEʼRE EVIL
ONE MIGHT SAY MEDIEVAL
SORCERESS (STACY)
Now that we have the spell working we must start the next part of the plan.
WIERD (BOB)
What is that? Most evilicious?
SORCERESS (STACY)
Evilicious?
WIERD (BOB)
Itʼll catch on...whatʼs do we do next (jumping and clapping with excitement)
SORCERESS (STACY)
Now that the Prince and the Princess canʼt stand being around one another we go in
and steal their hearts.
WIERD (BOB)
Whoah....whoah...whoah...nobody said nothing about taking peoples hearts out. I may
be wierd but I ainʼt no killer.
SORCERESS (STACY)
No you worthless piece of cow tongue. We go in and we marry them and we all live
happily ever after.
WIERD (BOB)
After what?
SORCERESS (STACY)
Shut up...
WIERD (BOB)
No seriously after what? I hear that phrase all the time. They all lived happily ever
after. After what? How long is after? If itʼs 5 minutes I donʼt think itʼs worth it. After
needs to at least be 6 months for it to do any good . But thatʼs just me.....Oh
wait...Thereʼs a flaw in your plan.
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SORCERESS (STACY)
A Flaw? Never.
WIERD (BOB)
Theyʼll never marry us. They hate us more than they hate each other right now. How
do you plan to get them to fall in love with us You got another spell.
SORCERESS (STACY)
You know I canʼt put two spells on one person or it cancels out the previous spell. But I
can put a spell on us: Nam liber tempor cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil
imperdiet doming id quod mazim placerat facer possim assum.
(SORCERESS (STACY) and WIERD (BOB) transform into WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE and
SORCERESS (STACY) DOUBLE...they have the same voice and costume but
completely different looks.
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
Woah...Look at me...I think Iʼm taller.
SORCERESS (STACY) DOUBLE
Yuck...Will you look at this hair? Blonde? Really? I feel dumber already.
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
Yeah but are you having more fun?
SORCERESS (STACY) DOUBLE
I will have fun when the Prince and I are wed.
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
(Stacy) and (Rick) sitting in a tree. K-I-S-S-I-N-G
SORCERESS (STACY) DOUBLE
Stop it...now letʼs go make them fall in love with us.
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
Do you really Iʼm taller?
(They exit)
(BOB) and (BELLE)
PRINCESS (BELLE)
I canʼt believe the Prince thinks (choose one) I stink or I act like an monkey. He has no
right. Who does he think he is? (She starts to cry)
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WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
Oh donʼt cry pretty lady. It makes me too sad to see you like this and then will make me
want to cry.
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Go away you probably think (choose one) I stink or I act like an monkey too.
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
On the contrary my pretty pretty princess. I like women who (choose one) act like
monkeys or stink. In fact I prefer it!
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Really? What is your name?
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
Name yes...I have one of those? My name is....
JANE
Mr. Rumtig do you want the kids to choose a name?
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Why yes of course.
JANE
Ok...you sir what do you think Wierd (Bob) should say his name is?
KID IN AUDIENCE
Muhammed
JANE
Thatʼs an awesome name....Donʼt you think so Mr. Rumtig?
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Absolutely
NOBLE BARNES
Mr. Rumtig Iʼm afraid the store will be closing soon is your story almost finished?
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
Why yes of course it is...Now where were we? Wierd bob blurted out...
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
My name is (Muhammed).
PRINCESS (BELLE)
(Muhammed) That is my favorite name...Sit down and lets talk about ever after?
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WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
What is with women and ever after?
(there is a knock at the door)
PRINCE (RICK)
Princess...Princess...I am so sorry for saying what I said. If you want to (choose one)
stink like a fly in a barn or swing from ropes and eat bugs off of me all day. I am ok with
it. I am soo sorry for...wait a minute who is this?
SORCERESS (STACY) DOUBLE
Cutey pie? Oh there you are big tall and stupid...come over here and fall in love with
me.
PRINCE (RICK)
I thought I told you in the forest that I want nothing to do with you..my heart belongs to
Princess (Belle).
SORCERESS (STACY) DOUBLE
But Iʼm blonde, I have more fun.
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
Youʼre too late (RICK)...I, (Muhammed) have taken the princesses heart and we are off
to ever after.
PRINCESS (BELLE)
Sorry if I led you on (Muhammed). But when I said Ever After..I meant this great new
book Iʼm reading that Cinderella wrote. It is a page turner.
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
Ill books I hate to read. Yuck....girls who read are icky.
PRINCE (RICK)
I read a book once. It didnʼt hurt.
SORCERESS (STACY) DOUBLE
But you canʼt be in love with the Princess she (choose one) stinks or is a monkey.
PRINCESS (BELLE)
That voice sounds so familiar...why you are that evil witch in disguise.
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
Sheʼs not a witch she is a sorceress...and you have been sauced.
SORCERESS (STACY) DOUBLE
You idiot now they know everything.
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PRINCE (RICK)
What do mean we have been sauced?
WIERD (BOB) DOUBLE
Nothing....(Prince (RICK) lifts him up with one hand and frightens (BOB)) Ok OK
(STACY) put a (choose one) stink spell or monkey spell on you. So you would fall out of
love with each other.
PRINCESS (BELLE)
But true love wore through the clouds of illusion you put up.
PRINCE (RICK)
Well you still (choose one) stink or act like a monkey....but I still love you.
(they kiss)
ALOWISHISH J. RUMTIG
When they kissed all the spells were lifted. (Choose one) They no longer stunk or she
no acted like a monkey. Loves freed them from the curse as well as turned (Stacy) and
(Bob) back to their bad selves. And they all lived...
WIERD (BOB)
Let me guess...happily ever after.

